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Change in the organization of production is continually going on. 

Only a small part of any one industry may be undergoing change or exhihi.ting 

potential for change, but it is this part that.we examine for insight of what 

to expect in the future. Some of these changes are pilot activities of fi.rms 

looking for new _opportunities. Many do not develop into .viable business ven-

tu res.. Others may be the result of firms taking advantage of an inn ova ti on 

whose advantage is eventually dispersed through the process of compet:l.tlon 
( . 

without leading to anything further. Still others may achieve a permanent 

niche by offering an alternative which fits a particular set of circumstance~ 

well .. 

Hog finishing contracts and sow lease< agreements are two.examples of 

activities of nonfarm firms which have received renewed attention. The pur""'" 

pose Of this paper i,s to. identify selecte,d concepts related to producer deci-. 

sions to participate in sow lease and contract hog finishing agreements.** 

By adding contracts and. leases to the open market alternative of coor-'-

dinating production processes, producers have a wider choice and gr<;!ate r 

flexibility in making production decisions. While we may thlnk ·of an open 

market as the ideal coordinator for furthering competition, it can become ;i 

barrier to entry under situatfons where large masses of capital or expertise 

are required. The merit of any coordinating device :{.s in how well lt flt1~ 

particular .circumstances rather than some vir.tue of the device itself. 

* Formerly Agricultural Economist, Economic Research·Service, U.S. Dept. of 
Agriculture, stationed at Purdue University. 

** For the results of a survey of producers, see William G. Bursch, Sow _1.eas~-
ing and Contract Hog Feeding: Art Analysis of Producer· Characteristi.cs and 
Incentives, Agricultural Economic::; Report No. , Purdue University 
Agricultural Economics Dept., January 1973, 35 pp. 



Vertical.Coordination 

The vertic.al cqo.rdination of a system- refers to the manner by which 

different production: processes are linked together in· the chain from. the 
, . . . . . 

assembly 0£ b.isic '(n:afural and human) 'resources to :the final consumption or 

·use of a go~d or .service. In this frame of reference we generally identify 

only those separate processes ~which can produce a marketable product or; 

service ~nderappropriate circumstance (also known as an economic Stage). 

·rn: the hog production...;marketing system we can ideritffy sev~ral differe1l.t 
. . . . . 

staMs o~ processes. Some of these iire: feed manufacturirig, • feecl distribu-
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tion, vet. medical'servick; breeding stock productiori, feed~~ pig production, 

hog finishing;·liv~ hog marketing, slaughtering, prb~e-ssing and r~i:ailing. 

·~This is not an exhaustive list, but is representative. 

These, processes may be coord:lnat:ed• by 'ownership. ·.· 'On Utany farms breedi.. 

ing stock production, feeqer pig prodl.iction, hog finishing and some type of 

feed manufilct:Urirtg are· all parts of. the operation of one' firm~< oI1. other 

farms 'only on:e of ·-these -is undertaken. 

Most integrated farm operations are not considered to be of much in.::.: 

terest because we are accustomed to them. We are, however, interested in 

change, particularly. 'in the merger of farm and. nonfarm ip terests and to a. 

lesser extent ·the extremes of integration or specializ1:1tion of activities on 

farms. 
. ~ . 

A market 'transaction may link or· coordinate any;twct processes. ThiS is 
. . . 

the most common ·m~thod of linkin~ finished hogs with packing and linking pro~ 

ceasing with retail.· Most nonfarm inputs are also assembled· for production 

with an open market transaction. 



A contract of some type may also be used to link together various 

econo.mic stages. Contracts can take on many forms and have been classified 

in different ways [4, 9]. Some emphasize a production technology, or process. 

Other contracts specify the terms of the transaction·by which title will 

pass from a producer to a processor or other producers. In this· study we 

are seeking to contribute to a better understanding of why and under what 

circumstances two general classes of contracts function as coordinators of 

selected production processes. 

Contracts ----
Contracting as a means of vertical coordination is the temporary under-

taking by one independent firm to produce for or buy from another independent 

firm specific goods or services [12, p. 738)" It takes the place of an open 

market transaction between two or more economic stages, ·but it differs from 

the integration of two stages into one firm in two :important ways: (1) w:i.th 

a contract there are still two independent firms each with its own profit 
? . . 

center and set of objectives, (2) each party to the contract has taken a more 

flexible and reversible position in bypassing the open market than if the 

two stages were merged into one firm. In the case of merging stages into a 

single f:i.rm one of the firms would cease to exist and the other would have a 

greater fixed commitment of resources. 

A contract often serves to take advantage of the specialized ab:l.lities 

of each firm in providing specific resources and may result. Jn a new combina-

tion of functions associated with a production process. The flexibility of 

a contract allows for shifts over time in the terms of a contract and in the 
I 



Leasing 

In this analysis a lease is viewed as a particular type of contract, 

a resource providing contract. The basic function of any lease whether it 

be for farmland, buildings, machinery or breeding stock is to sell (buy) the 



currently usable services from an asset [2]. By comparison, a bill of sale 

sells (buys) all of the services available from an asset through its entire 

life. The lease contract itself generally specifies and/or restricts the 

type of use, condition of payment and the guarantees of each party. 

From the lessee point of view a lease has three potential functions: 

(1) it provides access to services of an asset (the emphasis may stress 

either the volume of assets, the unique character of an asset, or the use 
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of an asset for a short time period), (2) it provides financing, and (3) it 

avoids risk of ownership (including uncertainty related to lack of knowl

edge). The degree of importance of these three will vary with the lease in

strument and with the lessee. 

From the lessors point of view a lease is a selling device; a way of 

merchandising the valuable services from the product in question as well as 

complementary supplies and services. It is also a means of.maintaintng con

trol over an innovation or attribute inherent in the asset. A lessor may 

also view the lease primarily as a financing device where the objective is 

to profit from financial intermediation. The relative importance of these 

functions of a lease from either the point of view of lessee or lessor can 

vary a great deal with the particular asset being leased. 

Potential Incentives Based on Resource Organization 

In most types of contract farm production, the fa::::-mer-producer is in 

the position of deciding whether or not to p~rticipate .in a contract being 

initiated by eithe.r an input supplier or a marketing firm. 'l'h'3 iWR f In i11tP· 

ing and sow lease contracts are no except:ton. Tr1e 
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identification of the broad categories of incentives which affect the deci-

sion can be conveniently couched in terms of resource use and productivity. 

The focus is on the assembly of an efficient mix of capital intensive inputs 

with labor and manCJ.gement to obtain output and income targets at· a risk 

level that is tolerable to the producer. Since available resources vary 

with individual .producers, any evaluation of incentives is ·necessarlly re-

lated to specific types of farm resource situations rather than to all pro~ 

ducers. Thus one way of evaluating producer incentives for a given contract 

is to e:kamine principles of resource organizations and the resource situa~ 

tions. in which contracts contribute to efficient operat1.on of the farm unit. 

Resource Limitations 

The fundamental guide to efficient resource use .is to increase· the 

. . 
quantity used of a given input until the value of the add1ad product from 

the use of the last· unit of resource is j.ust equal to the cost .of the re-

source. Tf the quantity of a certain resource, such as a building, is fixed 

for a particular decision period, the profit maximizin,g produ~er will attempt 

to maximize returns to these fixed resources while valuing variable inputs 

at market prices. Constraints on the availability of inputs provide a deter~ 

rent to meeting these conditions. 

An individual considering a contract may be faced with either one of 

two types. of resource constraints. (1) He may not have access to sufficient 

capital,. to buy or hire th,e correct mix of resources for the production pro-

cess, or (2) the:te may be a qualitative input unavailable to him except 

* through the contract mechanism. Such an input would be of the general 

* Both of these were important motives for farmer participation in con.tracts 
in a recent survey. See Bursch [2]. 
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nature of increasing returns per unit of output. He may lack specific types 

of knowledge or. management expertise. Or, an imperfect market may have 

developed in which the contractor has a relatively unique (in the eye of the 

producer) input, or is the sole source of the input. The.highest possible 

return to the land, buildings, and operator's labor may be through the capi

tal and managerial input provided through a contract. 

Uncertainty and Risk 

Uncertainty and risk often prevent the efficient allocation of re

sources. Economic uncertainty may arise either from the imperfect knowledge 

of the entrepreneur or from factors beyond his.control which affect both 

price and output. Because price and output cannot be predicted with certain

ty, a producer may discount the expected return from the use of a given re-

source (or given set of resources), and thus be utilizing certain resources 

and generating output at a level far short of the mbst efficient level. 

This may be a judicious decision. A classic example is where capital is not 

borrowed· to expand a business because of fear of loss of the equity capJtal. 

This situation is known as the principle of increasing risk.* As illustrated 

in table 1 a business loss equivalent to 20 percent of total invested capital 

results in owner equity in the business being more adversely affected the 

smaller the percentage of equity. The u],.timate of this result, illustrated 

with a 16.6 percent equity, is bankruptcy. Since bankruptcies are irretriev

able and a very low remaining equity may also put a man out of business, the 

threat of a vanishing equity can prey heavily on a businessman's mind. Once 

out of business the return of price and output conditions to profitable 

levels is of no consequence to him. 

*Discussed in more detail in Heady [6]. 



Table 1. The effect of equity percentage on equity capital under a fixed 
percentage lOss. 
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·--------------·--·--·-Percent of equity 
100 50 25 16.6 

Equity capital $10 ,000 $10,000 $10,000 $10 ,ooo· 

Borrowed capital ·o 10~000 30~000 -1_0 ,ooo 

Total $10,000 $20,000 $40,000 $60,000 

Loss of 20 percent $-2,000 $-4,000 $-8,000 .-$12,000 

Equity remaining $ 8,000 $ 6,000 $ 2,000 $-2,000 
(bankrupt) 

------

The primary characteristic of the hog finishing contract is zero out-of-

pocket losses for the grower. Finishing contracts offer the opportunity to 

obtain returns to fixed assets (buildings, pastures, etc.) while not enclan-

gering net worth. Under limited c;,ipital availability the contract may pro'-

vide for maximum return to the fixed assets by permitting full utilizatl.on 

of their capacity. Several factors enter the decision to contractincluding 

the management input of the contractor and the ultimate division of proceeds. 

However, the principle of increasing risk with an objective of staying in 

business is a likely incentive for contract production. 

Capital Use Strategies 

Capital is a facilitating input which tends to assist in obtaining an 

efficient mix of inputs requiring capital investments arid cash expenditures. 
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In an industry of increasing capital intensive t~chnology, ·the opportunity 

;. ~ 

to obtain ·r'ates of return on investment above the 'interest rate on funds en-

. courages producers to obtain control over increasing a'.mouhts of capital. 
. . . 

Control over ·~ lar~e amount of capital: relative to ~he equity in the' busi-

ness has the effect of giving leverage to the equity capital.. When borrow

ing to accomplish control, leverage can work in two wayH. In a loss situa-

tion (lower. ·rate of.· returns than the cost of funds), the resu·lt is essen-

tially that illustrated above. With a given percentage loss~ the larger 

the volume of business· ilnde:ttaken with a given equity·. the greater is the 

loss: ~f equity·. · When rates of returns to the ·entire ·operation is greater · 
. . . 

than the. rate at: which funds are borrowed, the returns on the _equity capital 

iricrease: in propo.rti.on to the· amount horro~ed .: H.owever,. the ability of a 

producer to leverage his. equity capital through borrowing· may be lind.ted by 

the institutional constraints of lenders. 
. . 

Other methods- of obtaining. resources in the farm business to leverage 

a given e(fuity includes rental· of assets and production contracting. 1n the 

latter case both parties to the contract may be leveraging their equity with 
I 

the contract arrangement. Gains from economies of' size. may be realized that 

result ina net ·benefit to both over their alternatives. Farmers who share 

rent land and farmers who contract production of livestock. each give up some 

of the profit from favorable price and output conditions to 'gain access to 
.· .. .· , ·. .·.'. . . . 

. ' ' . . . ' '. ·. 

resources and in return for limiting or negat'ing loss from .unfavorable con-
. . .. . . · .. · ' .. ' 

ditions. Thqs v~ri.ous capital use strategies may also be risk ha~dling 

strategies. The two are interrelated. 
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The question o:t; how to avoid risk is important to the prudent use of 
. ·.. : "! ·, ,:·. 

capit;:tl, b\lt. ~h 'eqiially''ftinda~ental question rel~te~ to what servi~el? a~e 

to be purchasedwith the l:i.mited equity capital. For a g:tven period it is 

the cµrreht service frori1 any asset that generates 0°utput'. and income .in that 

per:lod. >With this in mind, a logical dimension to' capital use strategy 'is 
. . ,. . .· .. :.. 

one: based -On th~' time· of use for' serviees which have been p'aid for in the 
. ' . . 

c\lrreri:t or preceding 'periods.· ·J:n' Other wotds, ft maybe cti·tical'tobusi~ 

ness ·operations whether payment is made· for future services or for current• 

services .. 

' Whether .or not,' there is a choice between making prepayments for ser

' vices for a\ series• pf fll.ture (production periods or PUt:Ch~sing only current 

services, depends on 'the markets and institutions that exist; Rental mar-

chineJ;"Y and bree<iing stock also exist .. However; there· are few if any oppor-
r' 

tunitiesfor fat:m. operators to lease or otherwise acquire the services of a 

' ' \ * 
slatted floor hog house (for e~ample} for only one ptodu~t;l.on period. Where 

share· of equtty is. limited,. as with some sow ].ease producers in the survey, 

or where production capital.becomes tied up in buildings, it may become very 

important to the efficient organization of a business to avo~d prepayments 

··for sezyices o;f some Ei.sset:s. 

Two economic consequences for capital tJse ·strategy result.** One is 
.. · ' .· ., . - ' . . :.· 

*Since some p.ot:tabie or prefabt:icated modern un;its are o·n the niarket it is. 
conceivable someone might decide to lea'.se thern. · · · 

**Much of what follows is.derived from Irwin [71 and Ettman and Davison [3]. 
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that payment for current services only, reduces the capital requirements of 

the producing firm (per unit· output). Thus the firm can use its given capi

tal. to control a larger volume of business than when prepayments are required. 

This may be necessary to achieve the increasing economies of size associated 

with techriologicaladvance. A second consequence is that the business of 

owning an asset· may be separated from a business which uses it for production. 

This implies that financial considerations are important in determining what 

functions in the vertical chain from production to consumption are linked 

together within a firm. This is easily recognizable in the sow lease situa

tion. In a hog feeding contract the same concept applies, but it is less 

clear who does the producing. One may think of the contracting feed dealer· 

as the producer who purchases the current services of buildings and labor 

for his producti9n process. 

Funds expended for current services as compared to funds expended for 

future.operation can be illustrated with two formulat.ions of the asset s:i.de 

of a balance sheet as indicated in table. 2. · Alternative 1 identifies the 

usual breakdown of assets between investments in capital item and current 

assets. Alternative 2 is equally accurate but is more revealing of what is 

expected to occ:µr. It distinguishes more clearly between asset ownership and 

. use. In this example approximately 25 percent of total capital is used for 

current operations, while the rest is prepayment for future services. 

The principle of reducing prepayments and the issue of which firms own 

current services and which the future services are concepts very closely as

sociated with the question of the general organization of agriculturnl produc

tion. In the context of the specific analysis of thts report thEH:ie t~oncepts 
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Table 2 •. Alternative formulations of asset side of a balance sheet of an 
owner:-operator. 

Alternative Ill Alternative 112 
Fixed Assets (longer than 1 period) Prepayments 

Land 

Buildings 

Machinery & Equipment 

Breeding Stock 

Cµrrent Assets 

Cash 

Livestock Inv~ntory 

Other Inventory 

Total Capital 

$100,000 Land 

16,000 Building Use (19 yrs.) 

20,000 Machinery & Equipment 
Service (9 yrs.) 

$100,000 

15,200 

18,000 

9,000 

$145 ,000 Breeding Stock Service (2 yrs.) 6,000 

$139,200 

$10,000 

21,000 

10,000 

$41,000 

$186,000 

Current Assetg!./ 

Cash $10,000 

Livestock Inventory 21,000 

Other Inventory 10,000 

Building Service (1 yr.) 800 

Machine Service (1 yr.) 2,000 

Breeding Stock Service (1 yr.) 3,000 

$46~800 

$186,000 
=-=========================·-=·-=~==-=-=-=L~-=-==·=·==·=-=--;========='·====·~· ===· =====-~~-===#=-==== 
~/A charge for land is not made since it does not depreciate. An interest 
charge for land would c;iccur, if at all, in the liability side of the bal""' 
ance sheet. 

·===========-=== ....... """"""' 



provide appropriate framework to consider the financial. motivations of sow 

lease and hog finishirig contractees. 
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At least three situations exist regarding the role of prepayments in 

decisions to lease or enter contract production. (1) Some farm operators 

trying to minimize prepayments may search out lease arrantements for land, 

machinery, and breeding stock. (2) Others who because of a strong prefer

ence for land ownership may be "caught" with having made extensive prepay

ments without sufficient funds for current operations of an economic scale 

and may choose to lease other inputs or to enter contract production in 

order to.maximize returns to fixed resources. (3) Still others may be 

directly willing to make the prepayments for fixed assets including land 

(and even borrowing reverts to this situation eventually), in recognition of 

the technical and market superiority of a contractor as supp_lier of many 

variable inputs and current services. 
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